Stevie Wonder to perform

The Saturday activities will be at Lincoln Park in North Dartmouth, Mass., one of New England's largest amusement parks. After the one-hour bus trip, weekenders will have time to enjoy the 45 rides available at the park (at $1 per person for an all-day ticket for all rides) until 2:30 when the afternoon concert featuring the Jefferson Airplane will commence in the park's spacious ballroom. The Airplane is currently recognized as one of the top entertainment groups on the college circuit. They have probably achieved the greatest commercial success among all the San Francisco groups. The Airplane concert will conclude at 4:30, when weekenders will be free to take advantage of the park's facilities once again.

Twenty charcoal grills will be available for cook-outs. In addition, prepared foods, including hot dogs, pizzas, and complete dinners will be available. Special rates will be offered; for example, a $3 special that includes all-day rides plus all one can eat of hot dogs, hamburgers, etc.

Wonder-ful blast

The evening blast begins at 7:00 and features the Mo-town sound of Stevie Wonder, whose hits have ranged from "Fingertips" to "Up-Tight" to the recent "I Was Made to Love Her." Blind since birth, he has mastered several musical instruments, including the harmonica, drums, and piano. The balance of the evening's entertainment will be provided by the Pavement Narrows, another local group that has often appeared at MIT.

The weekend ticket price of $18 includes all entertainment for both days, plus transportation to and from Lincoln Park. Dress Friday night will be semi-formal, and informal on Saturday. Further details are available from living group social chairmen or by calling Weekend Chairman Gordon Logan at 491-7358. Invitations will be distributed in Building 10 during the week after Spring Vacation.

This Thursday, Dr. Asimov, the inventor of the Three Laws of Robotics, will hold an emergency briefing on THE COMING DISAPPEARANCE OF WOMEN!, a topic of vital interest to every warm-blooded Tech. Roll up your sleeves! (continued from page 1)